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                   OddVille

                   Oddly enough, several of you have been hired to build the city of Odd Ville, home to four powerful worker guilds. 
Cleverly place your buildings in order to obtain greater power and fame, while thwarting your opponents’ plans. 
Manage your workers to obtain the resources, coins, and building projects you need in order to make your mark on the city.
Plan the city streets to get access to resources or coins from nearby buildings, even if not yours. 
Impress the right guild, and you will get a visit from a guild member, who will gladly help you out while enjoying your hospitality. 

                   By Carlo Lavezzi, illustrated by Mariano Iannelli and Markus Günther 
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                	2 - 4 Players
	Playtime 30 to 60 min
	Ages 10 and up
	Language-independent components
	Rules in English


            

            
        
            
                
                
                Game overview and Sequence of play

OddVille is a card-based city-building game in which all actions are carried out by playing one of your four Worker cards [image: ][image: ]. 
Each Worker card has a different power and can be used in different ways: to get a project [image: http://www.whatsyourgame.eu/i/oddville/2.png], to obtain resources [image: http://www.whatsyourgame.eu/i/oddville/3.png], or to collect coins [image: http://www.whatsyourgame.eu/i/oddville/4.png].
During your turn you can either play a card or add a building to the city. Connect it to adjacent buildings with roads and you will gain their bonus [image: http://www.whatsyourgame.eu/i/oddville/5.png], impress the right guild, and you will get a visit from a guild member [image: http://www.whatsyourgame.eu/i/oddville/6.png].
The city grows with each player’s contribution, ever changing the values of players’ buildings. 
As soon as a player builds his sixth building, the game ends and the player with the most points wins.
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                Rules & Downloads

                	Rules 2.1 - English (PDF)
	Regole 2.1 - Italiano (PDF)
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